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1: Although the CAPEL1N Projeot was disoontinued sometime ago,
CAPEL1W has remained the only native Ukrainian source on emigration
politics outside the CARTELS. This being so, the case officer has
visited GAMIN on an average of once a sonth for an informal talk an
the current situation. It goes without saying that CAPELIK serves as
an unoonsoious security *hooker an ear friends the CARTELS: He is a
elassmate of one of CARTEL I's key subordinates whom he visits often
(see Pare 3, WA-882). Although CARTELS 1 and 3 are aware that the v._
case offieer occasionally talks with CAPEL1N, the latter is not aware
that the ease officer Res had any contaot with the CARTELS since the
ICON conversations of late 1948. Originally it was on CAPELIE's
reoommendation that the case officer spoke with CARTEL 1 for the porpoises
of ICON. In December 1948 it was explained to GAMIN that CARTELS 1
and 2 were imposeible people to deal with because they insisted on
Amorloan politieal support, which the case officer could not procure
for them, as the sine qua non of any long range collaboration. CAPELIK
his never shown any signs of disbelieving this explanation because he
too, as an intelligenoe enthusiast, is of the opinion that the CARTELS
have been foolish to put initial eaphasis on politioal aspirations
rather than purely intelligenoe operations. Sines CAPRLIN is at present
without any sort of private income and continues to be of value to us
as a casual source, the oase'officer intends to reactivate him for
purposes described below. It is not felt, however, that this reaotivation
requires replacing him on project status until we see whether or not
his value to be merits a project. His nonthly salary will be, retroactive
to 1 January 1950, 8 cartons of cigarettes a month. We will charge these
elpenditurerto

2. CAPSLIN has rendered many services over and above that of
an unconscious security oheoker. Although he resigned from the 813 of
OUR/B at the time of the ZPUHVR split, he occasionally speaks with
menbers of the 88 who have remained faithful to the BANDERA crowd.
Sins* the latter are under the impression that °AMIN has no work
besides his overt job as secretary to Bishop PALLADIUS, they tend to
talk rather openly with him. Hones CAPILIR has interesting peripheral
informationto offer on the wheelings and dealings of the few 88
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pOreonalities remaining in Germany. Were it not for the fact that the
°MMUS have faith in CAPILIN's discretion and loyalty to them, an
&remnant could be made for suspecting that CAITLIN is also informing
the BANDERA people about internal goings on of his ZPUN7R friends. The
CAMMVIS believe in CAPII1N 1 s good seourity, therefore the ease officer
to date has ho reason for believing otherwise. Aside fraa giving
information on both groups, CAPPLIN turned out in November 1949 to be the
only suitable man to not as the case officer's interpreter when the latter
wanted to interview the three BAUM "couriers" who returned to Germany
from Poland on 7 November 1949. In the beginning the case officer vented
to use CARTNI 3 for this job, but when Mihailo MAK,* MENU, the leader
Of the trio, refused to talk to CARTEL 3 out or ranatio allegiance to the
BARBRA orowd, it oeoame apparent that no one known to be associated with
the CARUS was suitable as an interpreter. The case officer therefore
dressed Calla as an American army sergeant, adding a pair of glasses
for safe measure, and lased him to help interview the trio in the municipal
jails of Aalborg and Regensburg. Playing safe, CAYZIIN spoke to the
waters only in Polish. CAPIL1N's usefulness in this instance diminished
as soon as the BAUM people discovered where the couriers were being
held and intensified efforts to get their emisaries into the jails to
interview FREAK and his two companions. When the case officer contacted
Maj. Bogdan PIDGAINT, the dispatcher of the couriers, the need for
dropping CAMILDIN out of the picture became quite clear-cut. CAPRI= has
known PIDHAINT since the late thirtya. For his services as interpreter
in late November 1949 GAMIN was given 5 cartons of cigarettes as well
as expenses.

3. Prior to interviewing Col. (fun) BOROVETS 0 Tares BULB/.
t was CONLIN who furnished the case officer with oh pertinedt-detaLled

biographical and background data that the latter was able to label BULBA
in two interviews as a liar of no interest to our organization. The
information on BULBA supplied by CONLIN came out of an old SB file still
14,CAPIETIN's oat:mission, The source of the information was WIBATrainty
commander n 4 and 1943. For this service OAPEI1N received no re-
muneration.

4. When BOB requested information on the Polish Minister of
Justice, SWIATKOWSKI, the case officer sent CAPELIN to see Bishop
PAILADIUS in Regensburg beoause it was the latter who had furnished us
with the original information on SWIATKOWSKI. The results of CAPILIN's
findings are contained in MUNI-1026. No remuneration was given for this
errand.

5. At the present time we plan to give ()AMIN the following
as

a. To rea4.analyze, and report on all overt publications
of the Ukrainian emigration in Western Burope, particularly with en eye
to information purporting to be fresh from the Ukraine.

b. To write up file cards giving aliases, biographical data
political affiliations, etc., on all UPA, OUN, USW, and other organ-
izational personalities of the Ukrainian emigration.
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s. To listen to,and analyse, solely fromy the point of 00
ef . taeir payshologisaimist Jon dissident elements-in-thelM2Icine, the
/Otis of Amorist propels in. 6krainian.

6. To report On any signifieant developments in the 	 -
larrainian emigration. _ .	 •

el.-, 6. *.only servieing that OAPILM requires will b.., wmiw, as la 
.past, the removal of his periit of residense (suzugsgenehmigung) *Leh
vMesitarrenge through looal,liaison.
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